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n the TU>=s my father moved from southern Italy
to SwitGerland looking for work9 In the mean6
time, things improved in Italy and instead of pro6
ducing immigrants, Italy now receives immigrants
looking for work9 Italy’s economy has eRpanded but
its population would recently be decreasing if it were
not for the influR of immigrants9 Will the same thing
happen to MeRico in the near future, thereby solving
the immigration :problem; the US faces?
Population changes seem to point that way9
According to the World Bank’s Annual Development
Indicators, fertility rates in MeRican women
decreased from Z9D children per woman in TUD> to
19T in 1==>9 The recent figure matches the fertility
rate in the US for 1==Z9 That means close to a Gero
population growth in both countries9
A number of years ago it was predicted that the
population of MeRico would reach TZ= million within
a few decades9 That is not going to happen9 In fact,
MeRico’s population is on track to become stable in
the not6too6distant future9 That means a significant
reduction in available labor9 Competition for Aobs in
MeRico will therefore decrease and will tend to keep
more workers at home9
This will reverse the trend of the last twenty years
which has seen significant emigration from MeRico
to the US9 MeRicans moved north primarily because
their country was not able to provide them with
employment opportunities9 In part it was due to
NAFTA, which created competition for agricultural
products and made MeRican crops no longer viable
since imports became cheaper9 Some estimates say
that TZ] of the MeRican labor force is in the US9
To a significant eRtent this eRodus has been bene6
ficial to both countries9 MeRico :solved; some of its
economic problems by eRporting workers and at the
same time receiving significant benefits in remit6
tances9 Last year more than 1= billion dollars were
sent by MeRicans abroad to their relatives living at
home9
The benefits to the US have come about because
the vast maAority of MeRicans in the country tend to
be young and accept work Americans stay away
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made love, got war
;<=,=== for wearing a T-shirt
MUCH ADO ABOUT
CHIGESE H-ODUCTS
Gobel Hrize winner says,
“End fluoridation now!”
thank you, Mary Hoppins

)ou might notice that our masthead at
the top of this page is different this
issue. That’s because of rate increases
at the post office, which have made presorted YbulkZ mail [ust as e\pensive as
first class mail, at least for our size of a
publication. So beginning this issue,
we’ve designed the front page to take a
regular first-class mailing stamp.
Because mailing is now more e\pensive for the paper, please donate and
subscribe to help keep the boat of progressive [ournalism afloat. Thanks!
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The case against the Olympia 11 protesters was dis6
missed in 7une9 The :Oly 11; were arrested in May
1==> as part of a successful resistance against military
shipments through the Port of Olympia9 The Audge in
that case faulted the government for :gross negligence;
in failing to provide important discovery material9
The case of the related Tacoma protests, which
occurred in March 1==D, may be following a similar
path9
In a pretrial hearing involving doGens of the Port of
Tacoma protesters, Tacoma Municipal Court 7udge Pro
Tem Iarl D9 Haugh ordered city attorneys to stop with6
holding video surveillance footage and the names of
those officers who were in charge of the riot police dur6
ing the March protests by the Port MilitariGation
Resistance at the Port of Tacoma9 It is unclear why the
names of the officers were redacted from court docu6
ments, but according to the Audge, :Defendants do have
a right to command structure and rules of engagement9
If it’s a human being, or rules or procedures, I do think
it’s discoverable9;
Defense attorney Lawrence A9 Hildes of Bellingham
insisted that this is a crucial piece of evidence in the
case against the protesters9 He said, :These people
have been arrested for violating rules of engagement
which do not eRist in writing, and the names of those
who would know were redacted;9
Other documents that were released to defendants
reveal that the Tacoma Police Department used under6
cover officers to spy on activists in Olympia9 A report
by Lt9 Alan Roberts shows that officers were reporting
on activist movements in the OlympiaSTacoma area,
although in the reports the activists were referred to as
:anarchists;9 The civil suits against the City of Tacoma
are eRpected to take issue with the police surveillance
of the citiGens, as the citiGens were acting within their
constitutional rights9
Many of the protesters were arrested for reasons
such as simply carrying backpacks or for standing in an
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ne of the biggest shifts in American society in the
past year is that the mainstream media and the
business sector^with the eRception of petroleum
interests^have begun to support the notion of human6
induced climate change9 Progressives are no longer alone
in calling attention to the dangers and dislocations that
may lie ahead9
But with the support of business and media leaders,
other problems arise9
For eRample, a lot of :solutions; that are being pro6
posed are geared toward high6tech profitability, at least
for the companies that are patenting them9 Mining com6
panies are proposing renewed eRploitation of coal in a
:clean; process using undersea and underground :carbon
se_uestration,; the long6term conse_uences of which are
anyone’s guess9
Other techies are proposing to launch maneuverable
disks into space to partially block out the Sun’s rays9 This
scenario is open to massive potential abuse` whoever con6
trols such space disks, of course, could selectively control
the climate for any region on earth9 And Aust imagine all
the atmospheric pollution aand carbon emissionsb
involved in launching and maintaining massive numbers
of these space oddities9
These proposed solutions are not Aust high6tech, they
are uber6tech9 They come from the same sort of ethos of
applying technology to fulfill every immediate need or
desire, only with still worse side6effects9 More :gee6whiG;
inventions are really Aust an eRtension of the problem that
has gotten us to this precarious point in the first place` a
disregard for future conse_uences9 Space disks and car6
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Bush visited the site of a bridge that collapsed in
Minneapolis9 He and Cheney and Congress have spent
cdee billion on the illegal occupation of Ira_, which
works out to cT=9D billion from Minnesota, or cT91 bil6
lion from Minneapolis and St9 Paul9 Think you could fiR
a bridge with that? These are the most conservative pos6
sible figures, eRcluding future costs already budgeted,
eRcluding interest on debt created, eRcluding lost bene6
fits of having put these funds to positive use9 Most esti6
mates of the cost of this occupation fall between T and 1
trillion dollars9 Also eRcluded is the cost in human life
and the greater peril this occupation has put all of us in9
That being said, here are some suggested slogans for
posters, banners, ads behind airplanes, etc`
Fund Bridges, not Wars
We Want Our Billion Dollars and Our Troops Back
Build This Country, Stop Bombing Others
New York, New Orleans, and Minneapolis Thank Bush
and Cheney
This Is Your Nation With Impeachment off the Table
Impeach Bush for Blowing the 7ob
Get Tough on Crime` Impeach W and Dick
Now Can We Impeach?
Impeach Cheney and Bush
Business Before Pleasure` Impeach Cheney First
Rule of Law or Rule of Cheney` Time to Choose
Impeach the Son of a Bush
Regime Change Begins at Home
The End Is Near` Article II, Section d
NiRon Ignored Subpoenas Too
Impeach for Peace
Impeachment Is the Only ERit Strategy
Benching Bush Is the Only Benchmark
D?I=$ SL?#,'#
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Congress fiddles while our Constitution burnsi Call
it cowardice, complicity, self6service or dithering, the
result is the same9 Congress has aided and abetted the
Bush administration in gutting our Constitution, engag6
ing in the illegal invasion of another third6world country,
disgracing America before the world and generally
endangering the welfare of the world’s humanity by can6
celing and ignoring international treaties9
Contempt for international treaty obligations, illegal
wire6tapping and other electronic surveillance of U9S9 cit6
iGens, torture and eRtraordinary rendition of captives,
violations of US criminal law, signing documents and the
little noticed re6entry of the US and Russia in a danger6
ous :cold war9; The list goes on and on9
Don’t the above crimes warrant at least a congres6
sional investigation as a prelude to impeachment? Well,
you wouldn’t think so listening to the limp arguments
from our :courageous; democrats9 Pelosi` :impeach6
ment is off the table;, end of storyj Larsen` the American
people want legislation, not impeachmentj Cantwell and
Murray` the Bush activities have not reached the level of
high crimes and misdemeanors9 What a shameful lot9 It
would be forgivable if it wasn’t so unconscionable9
The Democrats are simply another wing of the
Republican party, part of the same elite, if you will9 The
Democrats practice the same deceptive methods and are
e_ually beholden to the military industrial compleR9
We need to change the ground rules in order to
change the outcome and one of the reforms we can all
support is publicly supported campaigns to take the
money out of politics9
H'L?)$ /"**"++
PS` Peace is Healthy
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TEE AMERICAN
FLAG LAPEL PIN
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merican Flag Lapel Pin wearing in this country
is finally waning9 You don’t see as many as
before on men’s suits and sports coats on the
street or on Tk9 Thank goodnessi Many Americans,
including myself, are Aust plain worn out and sore
from being poked in the eye, so to speak, with those
pins9 Conservatives, by and large, and the odd
Liberal, have been wearing them to imply, seeming6
ly, that they’re in full support of the Ira_ War,
President Bush, and the American way9
Who did those people, mainly Republicans, think
they were impressing? Perhaps themselves? The
lapel pin certainly didn’t impress liberals or progres6
sives9 And those pins surely didn’t shame us into
going along with this administration’s inane war
policiesi The pins did, however, irritate us with
their implications9
When you come down to it, aren’t almost all of us
Americans here in the US? Do we need a flag on our
lapel to prove it? I don’t think so9 Admittedly, if
you’re a member of, say, the Elk’s Club, the Lion’s
Club, or the Rotary Club, all fine organiGations to
which I don’t happen to belong, then it makes sense
and is fine with me if you wear your membership
lapel pin9 Not everyone, of course, is a member9
Therefore, wearing the pin is one way to tell the
world that you belong9
However, if almost everyone is part of the same
group, like Americans, then what’s the point of wear6
ing a membership pin? Is it to let others know that
you’re a :superpatriot;? If so, then keep in mind
what Samuel 7ohnson, the English dictionary writer
and author, once famously said, :Patriotism is the
last refuge of a scoundreli;
In my opinion, the conservatives arrogantly
flaunting the American flag on their lapels is divid6
ing our nation9 Oh, it isn’t the only thing that’s
causing the rift between left and right on the politi6
cal spectrum, but it certainly is a maAor factor9
That’s because it implies that the wearer is a better
American than a non6wearer9
By the way, if those conservatives are so much in
agreement with the current US chief eRecutive, they
why don’t the superpatriots wear their flag pins
around the world? I haven’t seen any statistics
about it but I’m willing to bet that few conservatives
wear their emblems outside of our borders9 And
they’d be wise not to9 Thanks to the Ira_ War,
Americans aren’t too popular overseas these days9
Finally, instead of wearing something like a lapel
pin flag to show others that you’re a true6blue, red6
blooded American, why not do something worth6
while and meaningful for the country to indicate
how you really feel? You could do any of several
things` Aoin the Army, pay more taRes to the federal
government, or increase your savings to balance out
our debt6ridden economy9
T-=, ",,?& L?, ')=F=#?**& ;(<*=,-"$ =# T-"
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Zap has also been marketing the more
affordable Xebra, an all6electric three6wheeler in
sedan or pickup models9 The Xebra is designed for a
maRimum speed of d= miles per hour and a typical
range of 1Z miles, somewhat faster and farther than
the golf6cart6like Neighborhood Electric kehicles that
were road6legaliGed in many US states a few years
ago9 The Xebra is classified as a three6wheel motorcy6
cle and has the currently unfortunate distinction of
being the first Chinese6made production vehicle sold
in the United States9 As of mid 1==D, some Z== have
been ordered in the US, and I Aust saw one Gip by me
today9
One irony that I notice about the limited range
all6electric vehicles is that they seem most suited to
short urban commutes, eRactly where public trans6
port is also most useful9 As a bus6riding urban com6
muter myself, I feel little need for something like the
Xebra9 I instead would like a clean vehicle suited for
medium6distance shopping awithout being worried
about running out of Auiceb and occasional longer6dis6
tance weekend Aaunts9
Better battery technology^which I hope will be
affordable soon^may solve the range problem of

the :ini)A,` ceroaeUission dAir )are
electric vehicles9 But there’s another longer6range
technology that is coming out of the blue^or out of
the air, I should say9
I’ve seen reports in Newsweek and the Idaho
Observer about the slow but steady progress of the
French company Moteur Developpment International
aMDIb in its refinement of cars powered by com6
pressed air9 That’s right, the same natural nontoRic
substance that powers the tools in your car mechan6
ic’s fiR6it shop9 MDI has produced various Gero6emis6
sion models in anticipation of mass production,
including a novel three6seater called the MiniCAT9
Dubbed the :Air Cars,; MDI prototypes can operate at
highway speeds and have ranges in eRcess of T==
miles9 MDI recently signed an agreement with the
Indian car manufacturer Tata for applying MDI’s
technology in Tata engines9 a see www9theaircar9com b
And if anywhere needs Gero6emissions vehicles, it is
India9 Smog is like a constant fog in the big cities
there9 7ust living in Bombay is roughly e_uivalent to
smoking two packs a day, according to local lore9
One beauty of the Air Cars is that they can be
:refueled; with compressed air in your own home^or
practically anywhere for that matter^with an air
compressor powered by standard electricity or alter6
native energy9 It occurred to me that one could use a
windmill to electrically or mechanically operate a air
compressor, thus having a car that is in fact com6
pletely powered by air9 MDI’s founder has patented
the technology for air compression stations powered
by riverside turbines, which would be e_ually clean9p
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ast issue, I wrote about the lightweight :kei6
cars; common in 7apan, which average around
Z= miles per gallon ampgb on >>=cc gasoline
engines and are ridiculously affordable9 They make a
MiniCooper seem like an overweight SUk9
Shortly after writing that article, I noticed that the
alternative vehicle retailer lap has started to sell
DaimlerChrysler’s two6seater Smart Car in the US,
with a similarly siGed D==cc engine9
According to Green Car Congress, the Smart Car
is now the most fuel6efficient non6hybrid car sold in
the US9
Unfortunately, converting the European6made
Smart Car to US standards has resulted in a drop
from Z1mpg to d=mpg, even though the US version is
the same siGe as the European version9 Part of low6
ered fuel efficiency is due to the added weight of
structural reinforcements re_uired by US safety stan6
dards, and part is due to US emissions e_uipment
that must be added, according to various sources9
Wait a minute9 This demands some critical think6
ing9
If US emissions e_uipment result in fewer miles
per gallon on the same car, then that means US cars
have to use more gasoline to go the same distance as
European cars of the same model9
Sure, our catalytic converters and such might be
reducing the toRicity of fumes per gallon of gas
burned, but if we have to burn more gallons of gas to
go the same distance, is the emissions e_uipment
doing anything useful at all, other than costing us
more gas and more money? Readers knowledgeable
in the matter are encouraged to write or email me9 It
should be noted that American emissions add6ons do
nothing to lessen the amount of carbon that is emit6
ted into the atmosphere9
Furthermore, if structural safety re_uirements are
weighing down American6sold cars and contributing
to dramatically lower gas6mileage, should we then
reconsider our idea of :safety;? After all, the tiniest
cars with the best gas mileage are a whole lot safer in
terms of potential global warming9
Hopefully the same decline in gas mileage will not
be seen in the anticipated 1==e US introduction of a
diesel version of the Smart Car9 In Europe it is cur6
rently getting an astounding DTmpg9 afor more info on
the Smart Car, see
www9greencarcongress9comS1==>S=mSGapsnameri6
caniG9html b
Unfortunately, the cost of the two6seat Smart Car
is not as light as its fuel use9 Current versions sold in
the US are purported to cost around cTZ,===, about
twice the price of typical 7apanese kei6cars, which are
also made by name brands such as Honda and
Subaru, and which typically have four seats instead of
two9
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July 25
What a great day to be alivei What a great time to be
in 7apani It feels wonderful to be in a land where most
workers are shunning the vile internal combustion engine
and riding bicycles and public transportation to and from
work9 Even most capitalists are bicycling as well9 It’s like
a worker6capitalist eco6paradise herei Oh how I now
regret all my carbon emissions riding that awful motorcy6
clei I must think of a way to atone for that9
July 26
Today I made sure to get up early and Aoin the morn6
ing bicycle commute9 I tried to organiGe my bicycling
comrades into breaking free of the bicycle lane on the
side of the road and riding in the middle of the road, in
order to stop car traffic9 I got a lot of blank stares but lit6

houses, and both of which have such convenient bicycle6
friendly parking for hundreds of bikes, right outside the
entrances9 It was so heartening to see local residence
come and buy their necessaries in such a clean and non6
polluting manner9 Small children are transported on
bicycles, sometimes two or even three children on one
bike, driven by one UZ6pound mommyi In all confidence,
this makes me _uestion Stalin’s emphasis on heavy
industry9 Is not light, clean industry the proper path of
development?
July 29
Dear Diary, I have some so eRciting matters to tell
you todayi First, I took the Bullet Train and took a whirl6
wind round trip practically all across 7apan and back,
Aust in one day9 It’s incredible to be traveling close to 1==
miles per hour, so smoothly and with absolutely no car6
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If you itemize your taxes and you are considering a
donation of at least $100 to benefit the Free Press,
it is tax-deductible when you make your check to
EOAIM (Earth On the Air Independent Media, a
501(c)3 nonprofit media umbrella group). Your generosity will not only greatly benefit the WA Free
Press, but will also assist EOAIM with progressive
documentary projects. Mail your donation check to
WA Free Press at PMB#178, 1463 E Republican St,
Seattle 98112. Thanks for your support!

=lobal WarUing QroU CT
bon se_uestration are not Aust risky, they are a foolish
gamble with our only climate9

tle interest9 After the rush hour, I found some kids bicy6
cling in the neighborhood and they were glad to Aoin me
in this endeavor9 It’s Aust too bad that there were no cars
at that time to hamper the progress of9 But when I look
into the gleeful eyes of these kids I realiGe that there is
such hope for a Green futurei
July 27
Went near the train station today and saw a sea of
bicycles parked in a secure bicycle park6and6ride lot9 I ask
myself, what sort of political philosophy can I really offer
these beautiful people here? Don’t they already know
much more than I?
July 28
I hope future readers of this^if there will be any^will
not disbelieve me, but today in the afternoon I visited two
department stores in dense urban areas, both of which
were in easy foot or bicycle distance from all surrounding
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It’s almost as though the ubertechies are intent on hooking a whole
planet on addictive drugs, with no
concern for the long-term side-effects.
But many Americans are discussing
such uber-tech proposals as realistic
solutions.
I guess that’s no coincidence, since we ourselves have
become largely a nation addicted to pharmaceuticals9 It’s
our _uest for the easy pop6a6pill magical solution that
has warped our imagination into a commercial night6
mare factory9 At the core, this type of solution is very
laGy9 The pipedream is that we can Aust go on living like
we are living, and then have a technological _uick6fiR
when problems arise9 We don’t need to change the way
we think or^God forbid^change our behavior9
On the other hand, some technological solutions
could be great9 Our inventive minds should definitely be
active in clean energy technology and small6scale home6
produced energy, so that we become not Aust cleaner but
also more independent from the controlling strings of
corporations and governments9
Natural energy is all around us9 I’d guess that a city
like PhoeniR could power itself many times over with

solar cells, yet on a recent visit there I saw not one9 What
a huge wastei
But more than clean technology, what society most
needs to address global warming is a return to good old6
fashioned, simple, reliable social solutions9 People solu6
tions9 These can be enacted voluntarily or by law9 Some
eRamples`
T9 Don’t buy so many things9 Look for solutions in things
and people that are already around you9 The produc6
tion and shipping of the goods we buy is by far the
biggest carbon contributor9
19 When you do buy things, as much as possible buy
things that are second6hand or produced nearby9
m9 Use less energy9 DownsiGe9 Simplify9 Smaller houses
or apartments are generally much more energy effi6
cient9
d9 Travel less9 Live near your work9 Live near the people
you love9
These four tips can be summariGed by the following`
people need to overcome the self6destructive notion that
money buys you happiness9 There are so many things,
activities and people in your neighborhood that you can
be interested in9 You don’t need a trip to Iatmandu or a
huge fully air6conditioned house to feel fulfilled9 quite
the contrary9 Unfortunately, this message of mindful
simplicity does not get much airtime in mass commer6
cial media9 It should get a lot more9
There is one last problem resulting from the recent
mainstream support for the notion of global warming,
but it’s a bit sensitive to eRplain9 It’s basically the band6
wagon mentality9 A stream of affirming mass6media
messages on global warming can _uickly turn into a
flood9 Critical voices and valid counterpoints can easily
be drowned out in such an environment9
A recent Newsweek article repeatedly condemned
scientists that are skeptical of human6induced global
warming as :deniers9; Although I don’t doubt for a
minute that many such skeptics have received money
from petroleum interests athis is America, after allb, I
don’t think that blanket ostracism is a very productive or
ethical effort9

I have studied the global warming
issue more closely than most, and
though I feel fairly convinced that
humans are causing climate change,
I’m not certain to what extent. There
are intriguing anomalies that do
cause doubt about the extent of
human impact.
The fact that de6glaciation was apparently occurring
more _uickly before mass industrialiGation is one asee
www9wafreepress9orgSeZS=D=T1=CLI9shtml b9 Also,
astronomers have recently noted warming on Mars,
Pluto, 7upiter and Neptune’s moon Triton9 I have yet to
be convinced that this is entirely a coincidence afor a
good discussion of the planetary warmings, see the arti6
cle and ensuing discussion at
www9realclimate9orgSindeR9php?prTU1 b9
Even while I have some doubts, I also find it positive
that many people^including many businesspeople^are
actually now concerned about the health of our environ6
ment9 Even before the fear of global warming, I was in
favor of alternative energy and seeking a non6polluting
lifestyle9 Now, it seems that many other people are
becoming increasingly in favor of these too, and working
to make them real9
So if global warming turns out^against the odds^to
be Aust a temporary solar variance unrelated to human
activities, then maybe we’ll Aust thank the Sun for finally
tricking us into doing what we always should have been
doing in the first place9
In the meantime, things are probably going to get
warm, so we might as well try to be nice to each other9p

STADIUM?FINANCING FOE
WINS AGAIN IN COURT

law

C6t 3o< 1+&/ D%&' Eo6&t/ res%de&ts <%$$ e?er F&o< t3e re+$ 3%stor/ o,
t3e st+d%61 de+$sG
aFor the most detailed reports, see Rick
Anderson’s February T1, 1==m article in the Seattle
Weekly at
www9seattleweekly9comSnewsS=m=DSanderson19php
n the decade6long legal struggle between Armen
also my interview with Yousoufian in this paper last
Yousoufian and Iing County, Yousoufian has so
year at
far been the clear and consistent winner9
www9wafreepress9orgSe1SwhyNotFrontPage9shtml9b
Yousoufian originally sued over lack of ade_uate
Yousoufian also has miRed feelings about the
public disclosure for documents he originally
legal process he’s eRperienced, which he character6
re_uested in May TUUD regarding government deals
iGes as :our taR dollars at work, as Iing County
surrounding the new proposed football stadium9 He
spares no eRpense to drag this out and run up the
was trying to get to the bottom of the corporate wel6
legal bills on both sides^with both sides being paid
fare schemes behind the demise of the old Seattle
for by the taRpayer if I win^but, once again, send6
Iingdome awhich was demolished in 1===b and the
ing a message to spublic disclosuret re_uesters that
public financing of the new private stadium for the
if you have to sue to get documents, this is what you
Seahawks football team9
could be in for^more years of litigation on top of
Since then, Yousoufian eventually got many of
the ten plus years that have already elapsed9;
the documents he was re_uesting athough not allb,
Although Yousoufian is somewhat glum, there
but has also racked up a huge award against Iing
are a couple things he should be optimistic about9
County for its gross negligence in complying with
First, he’s played a maAor part in
public disclosure laws,
creating the political will to say
chiefly due to eRtraordinary
:no; to public financing for a new
delays9 In fact, this is the
Sonics basketball arena9 Seattle’s
biggest public disclosure
new6found resistance to corporate
award in US history9 Though
welfare for pro sports teams is
most of the money would go
reverberating around the country9
to Yousoufian’s lawyer, the
Second, by pressing the public dis6
current award is close to a
closure laws to their limits,
half million dollars, assum6
Yousoufian has eRposed their
ing it is not reversed or
weaknesses and limitations9 There
reduced in other decisions9
are still many in the press^as well
And the award may still
as generally concerned citiGens^
become larger9
who value open government and
In the most recent deci6
who would like to see the Iing
sion in his case, issued in
County government get a stiff kick
February 1==D, the
for its cloak6and6dagger behavior9
Washington Court of Appeals
But it would seem more fitting if
found that the award given
the penalties were to be paid by
Yousoufian by the trial court
the responsible county officials,
was insufficient, and
rather than from the county cof6
remanded the case to the
fer9p
trial court for an :appropri6
ArUen 9oNsoNQian
ate penalty9; Iing County
has petitioned the state
Supreme Court to review this appeals
decision9 There is a good chance that the
Supreme Court will refuse to hear the
case, but in any event a remand hearing
will be delayed, potentially until even late
1==U9
Because of his victories thus far, you
might think Yousoufian would be happy
about the case9 Instead, Yousoufian is
plagued by :this ongoing concern about
why the maAor papers have never told this
story9;
Sure, the Seattle Times and P6I have
reported many times on his monetary
awards in the case, but, as Yousoufian
puts it in his website, :The maAor Seattle
papers have never told the story I feel the
documents I obtained reveal` namely, that
then aand stillb Iing County ERecutive
Ron Sims was involved in ordering what I
feel were rigged studies to support mis6
representations to the public to influence
the public vote at the 7une TD, TUUD spe6
cial election on public financing of the
football stadium9;
d:H Qootball CrograU is being inLestigated again2e
In short, Yousoufian has wound up
with a lot of documents and large mone6
tary awards, but few reporters interested in touch6
ing the evidence of multimillion6dollar misdoing
that he has uncovered9
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he American Civil Liberties Union today
announced a successful resolution of the case
of 7effery and Nicole Rank, the young TeRas
couple arrested on the West kirginia capitol grounds
on 7uly d, 1==d for peacefully eRpressing their oppo6
sition to President Bush9 According to the settlement
agreement, the United States government will pay
the Ranks ce=,===9
The Ranks, who wanted to attend the President’s
Fourth of 7uly address without being mistaken for
supporters of his policies, wore homemade t6shirts
bearing the international :no; symbol aa circle with a
diagonal line across itb superimposed over the word
:Bush9; One t6shirt said :Love America, Hate Bush;
on the back and the other said :Regime Change
Starts At Home9;
Event staff and law enforcement ordered them
either to leave the event or remove or cover their
shirts9 The couple responded by insisting they had a
First Amendment right to remain and eRpress their
views9 The two were arrested for trespassing, hand6
cuffed, and hauled away in a police van9 The charges
against them were later dismissed and the City of
Charleston, not a defendant in the case, apologiGed
for the incident9
:We couldn’t believe what was happening to us,;
said Nicole Rank9 :We tried to tell them we had a
right to eRpress our opinion in a peaceful way, but
they wouldn’t listen to us9;
The ACLU filed a lawsuit in federal court on
behalf of the Ranks, alleging that the defendants’
actions violated their rights under the First
Amendment to the Constitution9 With the emergence
of a heavily redacted :Presidential Advance Manual;
it became clear that the government had a policy of
eRcluding dissenters from public presidential
appearances9 Among other things, the manual
asserts that proper ticket distribution is vital to
:deterring potential protesters from attending
events; and outlines procedures for minimiGing
demonstrators and shielding them from the press9
:As a last resort,; the policy says, :security should
remove the demonstrators from the event9;
:Although I disagreed with President Bush, I was
a Republican before this incident, so it’s rather iron6
ic that event organiGers are advised to use
collegeSyoung republican organiGations as part of
urally s_uads’ to oppose messages like ours at presi6
dential appearances,; remarked 7effery Rank, who
has since changed his party affiliation9
:This settlement is a real victory not only for our
clients but for the First Amendment9 The outcome of
the case speaks for itself,; said Andrew Schneider,
ERecutive Director of the ACLU of West kirginia9 :As
a result of the Ranks’ courageous stand, public offi6
cials will think twice before they eAect peaceful pro6
testors from public events for eRercising their right
to dissent9;

Do you like your town or
neighborhood? Help distribute
the Free Press there! See notice
on p2
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from9 This is particularly true in agriculture where
the vast maAority of workers are undocumented9 In
some states such as Colorado, which passed harsh
anti6immigrant laws, workers have left in large
numbers and the state has piloted a program to use
convicts to pick fruits and vegetable9

Labor shortages have already
been occurring in other states,
even in states where there are
already a lot of Mexican workers,
such as California. Agriculture is
especially sensitive since crops
must be picked as soon as they
ripen.
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n a statement released August U, over >== pro6
fessionals have urged Congress to stop water
fluoridation until Congressional hearings are
conducted9 They cite new scientific evidence that
fluoridation, long promoted to fight tooth decay, is
ineffective and has serious health risks9
Signers include a Nobel PriGe winner, three
members of the prestigious 1==> National Research
Council aNRCb panel that reported on fluoride’s toR6
icology, two officers in the Union representing pro6
fessionals at EPA head_uarters, the President of the
International Society of Doctors for the
Environment, and hundreds of medical, dental, aca6
demic, scientific and environmental professionals,
worldwide9
Signer Dr9 Arvid Carlsson, winner of the 1===
Nobel PriGe for Medicine, says, :Fluoridation is
against all principles of modern pharmacology9 It’s
really obsolete9;
Paul Connett, PhD, ERecutive Director of the
Fluoride Action Network aFANb, announced that an
Online Action Petition to Congress in support of the
Professionals’ Statement will soon be available at
FAN’s web site, www9fluorideaction9org9
:The NRC report dramatically changed scientific
understanding of fluoride’s health risks,; says
Connett9 :Government officials who continue to
promote fluoridation must testify under oath as to
why they are ignoring the powerful evidence of harm
in the NRC report,; he added9
An Assistant NY State Attorney General calls the
report :the most up6to6date eRpert authority on the
health effects of fluoride eRposure9;
The Professionals’ Statement also references`
p The new American Dental Association policy
recommending infant formula NOT be prepared
with fluoridated water9
p The CDC’s concession that the predominant
benefit of fluoride is topical not systemic9

Mohn Moni] loo]s at
tobaFFo

p CDC data showing that dental fluorosis, caused
by fluoride over6eRposure, now impacts one
third of American children9
p MaAor research indicating little difference in
decay rates between fluoridated and non6fluori6
dated communities9
p A Harvard study indicating a possible link
between fluoridation and bone cancer9
p The silicofluoride chemicals used for fluorida6
tion are contaminated industrial waste and have
never been FDA6approved for human ingestion9
The Environmental Working Group aEWGb, a DC
watchdog, revealed that a Harvard professor con6
cealed the fluoridationSbone cancer connection for
three years9 EWG President Ien Cook states, :It is
time for the US to recogniGe that fluoridation has
serious risks that far outweigh any minor benefits,
and unlike many other environmental issues, it’s as
easy to end as turning off a valve at the water plant9;
U'#+?>+,b D)H /?(* U'##"++ 5cAS885Sdd44.
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As MeRico’s population becomes stable it’s likely
that emigration will slow down to a trickle and that
MeRican wages will inevitably rise as the supply of
workers diminishes9 The gap in wages between
MeRico and the US will likewise be reduced and the
urge to risk one’s life crossing the border for eco6
nomic improvement will start to disappear9
Demographic changes will also happen in the
US9 American baby boomers will retire and^absent
the current amount of MeRican workers^the likeli6
hood of labor shortages is realistic9
If MeRican immigration dries up, the US could
perhaps look to other Latin American countries to
provide us with guest workers9 But the same kind of
demographic changes happening in MeRico are also
occurring elsewhere9
One not6so6negative effect of globalism is that
women are becoming less likely to have many chil6
dren, even in developing countries9
An American friend of mine is learning Spanish
because she thinks it will come in handy in commu6
nicating with caregivers in her golden years9 Maybe
she needs to learn another language?
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:Profit and democracy are so contrary that there is
no scope for comment9 The aim of democracy is to
leave people free to decide how they live and to make
any political choices concerning them9 Making a profit
is a disease in our society, based on specific organiGa6
tions9 A decent, ethical society would pay only margin6
al attention to profits9;
N'?G U-'G,T&
:It is dangerous to be right when the government is
wrong9;
a'*+?=)"
:The modern Conservative is engaged in one of
man’s oldest eRercises in moral philosophyj that is, the
search for a superior moral Austification for selfish6
ness9;
W'-# J"##"+- G?*<)?=+:Nobody ever went broke underestimating the
taste of the American public9;
HK M"#>T"#
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atients, a physician, and concerned women
from across Washington state today
announced they are seeking to Aoin the state
government in a suit to defend new rules re_uiring
pharmacies to fill valid prescriptions and provide
medications without discrimination or delay9 The
intervenors want to protect their own rights and the
rights of others to have access to medicines9
Representing the intervenors Aointly are the
American Civil Liberties Union of Washington, the
Northwest Women’s Law Center, Planned
Parenthood of Western Washington and the law firm
Heller Ehrman9
After a lengthy rulemaking process, including
numerous public hearings, the state Board of
Pharmacy issued the new rules aWAC 1d>6e>U6=T=
and WAC 1d>6e>m6=UZb, which protect a patient’s
right to access health care without discrimination or
delay, and make clear that a pharmacy is responsible
for filling all valid prescriptions9 Under the rules,
pharmacies must dispense medications regardless of
pharmacists’ personal feelings about a particular
medicine9 Pharmacists may ask another pharmacist
on duty to provide the medicine, but in all cases the
pharmacy must fill the prescription in a timely man6
ner9
On 7uly 1>, 1==D, the day the rules took effect,
two individual pharmacists and a pharmacy owner
aStormans, Inc9b sued the State of Washington, chal6
lenging the new rules on constitutional grounds9
The plaintiffs want pharmacies to be allowed to
refuse to fill customers’ re_uests for valid prescrip6
tions that conflict with personal beliefs9 In court
papers filed yesterday, the intervenors eRplained
that the issue is a public health matter that involves
the rights of patients to promptly obtain the medica6
tions their doctors prescribe9 In many parts of the
state, when a pharmacy refuses to fill a prescription,
the neRt6nearest pharmacy is many miles away9
The intervenors are`
p 7udy Billings, former State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, who is HIk6positive and has
advocated for the rights of HIk and AIDS patients
for T= years9 Ms9 Billings noted, :Timely access to
HIk medication is eRtremely important, because
going without for even a short time can raise my
resistance not only to the particular drug, but to the
entire class of drugs9 This makes the managing the
HIk virus much more difficult9 If I could not get
timely access to these medications it would eRpose
me to serious health risks9;
p Rhiannon Andreini, a student at Western
Washington University, who was refused access to
emergency contraception by a pharmacy in
Mukilteo9 She sought to obtain emergency contra6
ception after a condom tore during intercourse9 :I
might need and choose to use emergency contracep6
tion in the future9 I would like to participate in this
litigation to help ensure that I, and all women in
Washington, can get timely access to emergency
contraception to prevent an unintended pregnancy
without harassment or hostility,; she said9
p Dr9 7eff Schouten, a professor of surgery at the
University of Washington and a primary care
provider at Harborview Hospital, who stated, :As an
HIk care provider, I am aware that some people
associate HIk with what they perceive as lifestyle
choices with which they do not agree9 I am con6
cerned that this poses a risk to people who need
access to HIk medication, in that they might face
denial or harassment when attempting to fill pre6
scriptions9;
p Molly Harmon, a married small business opera6
tor in Seattle9 She eRperienced harassment when she
sought to fill a prescription for emergency contra6
ception9 :I want to ensure that I and others can get
timely access to emergency and other contraception
to prevent an unintended pregnancy,; Harmon said9
p Catherine Rosman, a married graduate student
living in Spokane, a member of the Methodist
Church and a member of Spiritual Youth for
Reproductive Freedom9 She has heard numerous

accounts of pharmacists who refuse to fill emergency
contraception prescriptions, or otherwise act in a
hostile or harassing manner to those seeking such
prescriptions9 :I want to ensure that women are
treated with respect when seeking medications,; said
Rosman9
p Emily Schmidt, a single graduate student from
Wenatchee, who was refused Plan B by three differ6
ent pharmacies in Wenatchee9 :I would like to par6
ticipate in this litigation to help ensure that I, and
all women in Washington, can get timely access to
emergency contraception to prevent an unintended
pregnancy without harassment and hostility,; she
said9
p Tami Garrard, a single woman from Seattle9 If
her current method of birth control failed, she would
likely use Plan B to prevent an unintended pregnan6
cy9 :I want to ensure that I, and other women in
Washington, can get timely access to emergency
contraception to prevent an unintended pregnancy if
the need were to arise,; Garrard said9
:Denying medication to any patient creates an
unacceptable barrier to health care9 It should not be
tolerated,; said Lisa Stone, ERecutive Director of the
Northwest Women’s Law Center9
:Patients should be able to get needed medica6
tions without discrimination or delay9 These rules
ensure Aust that,; said Ielly Reese, Director of the
Legal Advance Team of Planned Parenthood of
Western Washington9
:The Pharmacy Board has struck the appropriate
balance between patients’ rights of access to medica6
tion and pharmacists’ individual rights9 Patients are
now assured that they can get prescriptions filled for
HIk medication, emergency contraceptives, and
other medications,; said Sarah Dunne, Legal
Director of the ACLU of Washington9
The Washington State Pharmacy Association,
which represents the pharmacy profession, partici6
pated in the rulemaking and supports the new rule9
More than D= organiGations, including Senior
Services of SeattleSIing County the American
Academy of Pediatrics 6 Washington Chapter,
Washington Coalition of SeRual Assault Programs,
and Lifelong AIDS Alliance, also support the rules9
Handling the case for the intervenors are Rima
Alaily and Molly Terwilliger of the firm Heller
Ehrman LLPj Sarah Dunne and Aaron Caplan of the
ACLU of Washingtonj Lisa Stone and Nancy Sapiro
of the Northwest Women’s Law Centerj and Ielly
Reese of Planned Parenthood Federation of Western
Washington9
The Honorable Ronald B9 Leighton of the U9S9
District Court for the Western District of
Washington will preside over the case9p
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here is some good news for public health9
According to the Iing County website, the first
phase of the new trans fat ban applies to fry oils
and shortenings and goes into effect May T, 1==e9
Restaurants must find alternatives for margarine and
all other products containing trans fats by February
Tst, 1==U9 Many restaurants have already made the
switch to trans fat free alternatives, but the new rules
will ensure that the remaining restaurants will make
the change as well9
Trans fats are unnatural fats created by hydro6
genating vegetable oils to make them solid at room
temperature, a _uality which has various advantages
for cooking and storage9 Trans fats are found in mar6
garines and vegetable shortenings, and have been
increasingly recogniGed as a maAor cause^perhaps the
maAor cause^of heart disease9
For years, many of us were skipping the burgers
and Aust eating the fries at the fast food Aoints, because
we thought the fries would be more heart6healthy9 It
turns out those fries were about the worst thing possi6
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ble for our hearts9 The FDA has stated that there is no
healthy level of consumption of trans fats, which, when
you think about it, is a pretty damning statement9
The tragedy is that the FDA and other agencies also
officially promoted these hydrogenated trans fats for
years as :healthy; substitutes for what appear to be
relatively harmless^or probably beneficial^traditional
natural fats such as butter9 The error resulted because
hydrogenated oils for years were simply classified with
all other vegetable oils9 Big mistake9
I suppose the lessons we can learn about this are
aTb to Aust generally avoid unnatural and non6tradition6
al processed foods and ingredients, and a1b to take any
official dietary recommendation with a grain of salt,
unless of course you have high blood pressure9 aBad
Aoke, I know9b
But what will restaurants use in place of trans fats?
A few restaurants may gravitate to traditional natural
cooking fats such as palm and coconut shortening,
peanut oil, or good old real butter9 Those are the
restaurants I’d personally prefer to go to9 But most
restaurants seem to be adopting canola oil or soy oil
for frying9 Although canola and soy are widely promot6
ed as :healthy,; these are non6traditional vegetable oils
that have a variety of possibly negative health effects9
For eRample, in China modern use of canola oil for fry6
ing has been linked with lung cancer and emphysema9
aFor a good overview of health concerns regarding
these oils, see www9rmhiherbal9orgSreviewS1===6
d9html b9
Still, the trans6fat ban is a great step forward9
Because many of the hydrogenated shortenings have
for years been made of canola or soy oil anyway, elimi6
nating the trans fats from these can only help9
Although I can understand that local governments
are sometimes criticiGed for acting like a :nanny state;
with regard to diet or behavior, I find this trans6fat ban
a complete blessing9 Thank you, Mary Poppinsi These
hydrogenated oils should never have been made in the
first place, and we were all pretty stupid to have been
munching on such artificial _uasi6foods for years9
The only problem now is that I have to wait until
1==U to be fairly sure that I’m not further clogging my
arteries when I go out to eat, at least in Iing County9
But what about the rest of the state?p
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illiam RodrigueG, dd, worked at the World
Trade Center for 1= years as a Aanitor9 He was
in an office on sub6level T of the North Tower
when it was attacked^according to the official story^by
hiAackers on Flight TT on USTTS1==T9
:When I heard the sound of the eRplosion, the floor
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beneath my feet vibrated, the walls started cracking and
everything started shaking,; said RodrigueG, who was
huddled together with at least Td other people in the
office9 :Seconds after999 I hear another eRplosion from
way above,; said RodrigueG9 :Although I was unaware at
the time, this was the airplane hitting the tower 9;
Subse_uently RodrigueG helped to save the lives of
hundreds of people trapped in the North tower, by open6
ing doors with a master key for fire fighters before he
was finally turned back at the mUth floor9 RodrigueG ran
from the tower and dove under a fire truck as the build6
ing collapsed9 He was buried under rubble for an hour
before being rescued9
For his efforts, he received the National Hero Award
from the Senate of Puerto Rico9 Although initially con6
sidered a hero in official US circles, he soon lost favor
after he continued to assert what he had eRperienced`
that the eRplosions occurring before Flight TT hit the
tower proved the towers were brought down by con6
trolled demolition9
He spent hours testifying before the U6TT Commission
behind closed doors, but his testimony as an eyewitness
does not appear anywhere in the ZD> page report9 He
contacted the National Institute of Safety and
Technology aNISTb four times but received no response9
aThe government6funded NIST report on U6TT eventually
eRplained the structural collapses as solely an outcome of
the aircraft, but stopped short of providing physical
models for how the buildings could finally collapse at
near free6fall speed, an omission which has left the NIST
report vulnerable to much criticism9b
RodrigueG also contacted the FBI, which never fol6
lowed up9 The media was hardly interested9 CNN spent a
day filming him at his home but then heavily edited the
final interview9 After numerous threatening innuendoes,
he said :I am living on borrowed time since I probably
should be dead anyway9; a1b
As of 1==Z, he was being represented by Attorney
Phil Berg in a RICO law suit against President Bush and
his administration9 In summer of 1==Z RodrigueG and
Phil Berg Aoined millionaire 7immy Walter in an interna6
tional USTT truth tour to stir interest in an international

commission to investigate the attacks9 Since then
RodrigueG has continued his tours, both nationally and
internationally9
RodrigueG will be at the Seattle Center LopeG room
on Tuesday November D, at D`==pm, to recount his chill6
ing and provocative story9 amb

Citations
aTb http`SSpatriots_uestionUTT9comSsurvivors9html
a1b http`SSkilltown9UTTreview9orgSodditiesSUTT9html
asearch for keyword :RodrigueG;b
amb See www9brownpapertickets9comSeventSTUZ>m to
order tickets9
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he USA’s military spending is now close to c1 bil6
lion a day9 This fall, the country will begin its sev6
enth year of continuous war, with no end in sight9
On the horiGon is the very real threat of a massive air
assault on Iran9 And few in Congress seem willing or
able to articulate a reAection of the warfare state9
While the Bush6Cheney administration is the most
dangerous of our lifetimes^and ousting Republicans
from the White House is imperative^such truths are apt
to smooth the way for progressive evasions9 We hear
that :the people must take back the government,; but
how can :the people; take back what they never really
had? And when rhetoric calls for :returning to a foreign
policy based on human rights and democracy,; we’re
encouraged to be nostalgic for good old days that never
eRisted9
The warfare state didn’t suddenly arrive in 1==T, and
it won’t disappear when the current lunatic in the Oval
Office moves on9
Born Z= years before George W9 Bush became presi6
dent, I have always lived in a warfare state9 Each man in
the Oval Office has presided over an arsenal of weapons
designed to destroy human life en masse9 In recent
decades, our self6proclaimed protectors have been
able^and willing^to destroy all of humanity9
We’ve accommodated ourselves to this insanity9 And
I do mean :we;^including those of us who fret aloud
that the impact of our peace6loving wisdom is circum6
scribed because our voices don’t carry much farther
than the choir9 We may carry around an inflated sense
of our own resistance to a system that is poised to incin6
erate and irradiate the planet9
Maybe it’s too unpleasant to acknowledge that
we’ve been living in a warfare state for so long9 And
maybe it’s even more unpleasant to acknowledge that
the warfare state is not Aust :out there9; It’s also inter6
naliGedj at least to the eRtent that we pass up countless
opportunities to resist it9
Like millions of other young Americans, I grew into
awakening as the kietnam War escalated9 Slogans like
:make love, not war;^and, a bit later, :the personal is
political;^really spoke to us9 But over the decades we
generally learned, or relearned, to compartmentaliGe` as
if personal and national histories weren’t interwoven in
our pasts, presents and futures9
One day in TU>U, a biologist named George Wald,
who had won a Nobel PriGe, visited the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology^the biggest military contractor
in academia^and gave a speech9 :Our government has
become preoccupied with death,; he said, :with the
business of killing and being killed9;
That preoccupation has fluctuated, but in essence it
has persisted9 While speaking of a far6off war and a
nuclear arsenal certain to remain in place after the war’s
end, Wald pointed out` :We are under repeated pressure
to accept things that are presented to us as settled^
decisions that have been made9;
Today, in similar ways, our government is preoccu6
pied and we are pressuriGed9 The grisly commerce of
killing^whether through carnage in Ira_ and
Afghanistan or through the deadly shredding of social
safety6nets at home^thrives on aggressive war and on
the perverse realpolitik of :national security; that bran6
dishes the Pentagon’s weaponry against the world9 At
least tacitly, we accept so much that
threatens to destroy anything and every6
thing9
As it happened, for reasons both :per6
sonal; and :political;^more accurately,
for reasons indistinguishable between the
two^my own life fell apart and began to
reassemble itself during the same season
of TU>U when George Wald gave his
speech, which he called :A Generation in
Search of a Future9;
Political and personal histories are
usually kept separate^in how we’re
taught, how we speak and even how we
think9 But I’ve become very skeptical of
the categories9 They may not be much
more than illusions we’ve been conned
into going through the motions of believ6
ing9
We actually live in concentric spheres,
and :politics; suffuses households as well
as what Martin Luther Iing 7r9 called :The
Andrew Wahl
World House9; Under that heading, he
wrote in TU>D` :When scientific power out6

runs moral power, we end up with guided missiles and
misguided men9 When we foolishly minimiGe the inter6
nal of our lives and maRimiGe the eRternal, we sign the
warrant for our own day of doom9 Our hope for creative
living in this world house that we have inherited lies in
our ability to re6establish the moral ends of our lives in
personal character and social Austice9 Without this spiri6
tual and moral reawakening we shall destroy ourselves
in the misuse of our own instruments9;
While trying to understand the essence of what
so many Americans have witnessed over the last half
century, I worked on a book atitled Made Love, Got Warb
that sifts through the last Z= years of the warfare state999
and, in the process, through my own life9 I haven’t
learned as much as I would have liked, but some pat6
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s of August m=, the estimated number of Ira_i
deaths due to the US occupation is T,=1e,m>=9 The
number is shocking and sobering9
It is at least ten times greater than most estimates
cited in the US media, yet it is based on the only scientif6
ically valid study of violent Ira_i deaths caused by the
US6led invasion of March 1==m9
That study, published in prestigious medical Aournal
The Lancet, estimated that over >==,=== Ira_is had
been killed as a result of the invasion as of 7uly 1==>,
based on comparing death rates before and after the
invasion9 Ira_is have continued to be killed since then9
The figure above provides a rough daily update of this
number based on current death rates9
This devastating human toll demands greater recog6
nition9 It eclipses the Rwandan genocide and our leaders
are directly responsible9 Little wonder they do not pub6
licly cite it9
Readers are invited to sign the petition at www9Aust6
foreignpolicy9orgSira_Sira_deaths9html telling Congress
that now more than a million Ira_is have likely been
killed and urging them to end this war now9 A large
number of signatures on this and other petitions is a
compelling way to keep pressure on Congress as there
will be more votes on the war9
There are other ways you can help9 Write a letter to
the Editor9 Letters are one of the most fre_uently6read
sections of a newspaper9 Tell your friends about this
estimate of Ira_i deaths9p

>9 Rest assured youwve supported a good
causei
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ince the Ira_ war began, Congress has spent almost
a half6trillion dollars on an unwinnable civil war9
The cost of the war to residents of Seattle has been
approRimately cT billion9
:Every day the war goes on means more of our hard
earned taR dollars are wasted on an endless religious
civil war that can’t be won,; said Richard Borkowski,
local MoveOn member9 :In Seattle that money should be
spent where we really need it solving the viaduct prob6
lem and other roads and bridges, providing health insur6
ance, better pay for good I6T1 teachers and university
professors9 We’ve had enoughi Let Rep9 7im McDermott
know he has our strong support when the Congress votes
in September to end this war and bring our troops
home,; concluded Borkowski9p
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terns emerged^persistent and pervasive since the mid6
dle of the 1=th century9
The warfare state doesn’t come and go9 It can’t be
defeated on Election Day9 Like it or not, it’s at the core
of the United States^and it has infiltrated our very
being9
What we’ve tolerated has become part of us9 What
we accept, however reluctantly, seeps inward9 In the
long run, passivity can easily ratify even what we may
condemn9 And meanwhile, in the words of Thomas
Merton, :It is the sane ones, the well6adapted ones,
who can without _ualms and without nausea aim the
missiles and press the buttons that will initiate the
great festival of destruction that they, +-" ,?#" '#",,
have prepared9;
The triumph of the warfare state degrades and sup6
presses us all9 Even before the weapons perform as
guaranteed9
N')G?# S'*'G'#R, <''T XM?$" K'I". G'+ B?)b
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bon emissions9 Then somebody told me that the electrici6
ty for the train is largely generated with the incineration
of garbage9 I started feeling guilty and sorry about what I
had done, and then a thought struck me like lightning`
would it not be wonderful if there were a method to
encourage cleaner, Greener sources of energy, by creating
a market in which the reduction of emissions had an
actual value? I know it’s a craGy idea, but I can’t get it out
of my mind9
July 30
I must confess I came to 7apan with the intent of
inciting armed rebellion against the fume6spouting auto6
mobile and the :infernal; combustion engine9 But I real6
iGe now that 7apanese people really don’t like guns, so
my earlier goal was Aust out of the _uestion9 I also must
confess that I am tempted to Aust settle down in this
clean and tran_uil land, and perhaps build solar collec6
tors9 But mine is a life of revolution9 My proper role now
in life is to inspire the ecological consciousness of others
as I :pass through town9;
July 31
My eRperiences in 7apan have convinced me that
when I grow up, er, I mean when I get a steady Aob, I’d
really like to be an urban planner9 Maybe get involved in
some sort of five6year plan that is not centered on _uanti6
ty of production, but on _uality of the life of the worker,
and _uality of the air and water9 It would be great, for
eRample to take the idea to Cuba of having convenient
department stores located within easy distance of every
household in every dense urban area, so that people
never have to use cars, and thereby get more eRercise9
We could create such a revolution in Cuba, then carry it
to the United States, that gasoline6craGy monster9 I’ll
have a chat with Fidel when I get back home, but some6
how I’m not optimistic9p
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already cleared street, arbitrary rules that the Tacoma
Police had applied9
aWorks in Progress, May and 7uly 1==Db
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Washington State University’s Biological and
Organic Agriculture aBIOAgb program got a big boost
from the state legislature this year9 This program helps
Washington growers take advantage of the phenome6
nal growth in the organic food market, providing the
research and training they need to switch to organic9
The program has been in place for several years, but
received its first legislative funding in 1==>9 This year,
Washington State University aWSUb received some c>
million in funding for the program
The budget specifies that cd==,=== go to a com6
petitive grants pool for biologically intensive and
organic researchj the budget also adds several new
staff positions that are part of the Biological and
Organic program, supporting value6added agricultural
product research and economically and environmen6
tally sustainable food production9
Rep9 Ielli Linville aD6Bellinghamb^a champion for
the funding^said, :I am glad that we’re making a con6
certed effort to fund one of the fastest6growing seg6
ments of our agricultural economy9;
In the past year, WSU received funding to support
research in organic grain production, alternative crops,
winter organic vegetable production, and providing
information to ranchers on sustainable rangeland
management for livestock9
Dennis Nicholson, an orchardist from Peshastin,
has converted his family orchard to organic9 :Going
organic can help keep farmers in business, but they
need support to be successful with new production
practices that they’re not eRperienced with9 We need to
find biological solutions to pest and weed manage6
ment9 The BIOAg research program is a critical source
of information for farmers that want to grow organic
and sustainable produce9;
:The Washington Cattlemen’s Association is happy
to see the funding for the BIOAg program this year,;
said 7ack Field, eRecutive vice president of that organi6
Gation9 :Our membership directly benefited from last
year’s program by attending a rangeland monitoring
workshop which was an eRcellent eRperience for a
number of cattlemen and one we hope to duplicate in
the future9;
Supporters of the funding include the Washington
Sustainable Food and Farming Network, PCC Natural
Markets, the Washington Cattlemen’s Association, the
Lutheran Public Policy Office of Washington, the
Washington ToRics Coalition, Tilth Producers, and
doGens of growers, farmers markets, chefs, and other
organiGations and businesses9
Paul BenG, director of the Lutheran Public Policy
Office of Washington, led the Olympia lobbying for the
funding9 :Funding the BIOAg program helps local
farmers stay farming9 Research is needed to provide
the solutions that will keep them viable in today’s agri6
cultural economy9;
afrom Washington ToRics Coalition, 7une 1==Db
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A new conspiracy is emerging in a surprising place`
American churches9 Its impacts are far reaching and
are a very real threat to the integrity of congregations
and the peace and Austice movement within liberal
congregations9
The threat is coming from an organiGation known
as the Institute on Religion and Democracy aIRDb9
The IRD is no small threat9 Its d6year budget for activ6
ities is cm9> million dollars and it is backed by power6
ful conservative allies like the Adolph Coors
Foundation, and the Scaife Family Foundation9
The IRD trains and coaches its staff to go into
churches to divide and con_uer, not in the open, but
secretly and under the cover of :Aust another church6
goer9; Its tactics often focus on wedge issues9 Activists
are engaged to keep pushing buttons, fomenting dis6
sent, and tying up congregational, Audicatory, and
denominational leaders in one argument after another
as a way to weaken churches that are interested in
social Austice9 A commonly submitted resolution is to
ask the church to amend its bylaws so that if the
church sells, closes or leaves the denomination, its
assets will not revert back to the larger church body9
According to Reverend Dr9 7ohn Dorhauer, it took
a long time for the common threads of these attacks to
emerge, or for any concrete proof of organiGed activi6
ties to be leaked out of the IRD, but once they did it
was obvious that this attack went beyond one congre6

gation, and beyond one denomination9 After a time,
pastors of attacked churches began to compare notes
and discover that the propaganda being distributed by
critics was too similar to be a coincidence9
Unfortunately, the IRD has been _uite successful in
its efforts, and claims to have reached over Z==,===
households9 The IRD is allied with another group
known as the Association for Church Renewal, a coali6
tion of m= or more groups promoting conservative the6
ology9
Churches have been hit hard, but as they learn that
they are fighting a national, cross denominational
organiGation bent on their destruction, they are learn6
ing how to defend themselves9 One of the most suc6
cessful defense measures once an attack is underway
has been to coach congregants to speak openly about
secret meetings held without a board or pastor’s
knowledge9 Proactive strengthening of a church is also
effective, by modeling congregational dialogue and
debate, to show that a congregation can have difficult
discussions and not be torn apart9
aThe Public Eye, Spring 1==Db
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A strange link eRists between the asbestos6afflicted
town of Libby, Montana, and the U6TT attack on
Manhattan9 Much of the asbestos dust that spread out
over Manhattan after the attack came from the vermic6
ulite mines near Libby9
Before U6TT, the EPA had recently adopted a Gero6
tolerance policy regarding airborne asbestos9 Much of
this policy came as a result of years of human suffering
and litigation centered on Libby9
But after the U6TT attack, asbestos dust permeated
Manhattan’s air, and the EPA created new rules of
acceptable levels of airborne asbestos9 The EPA and
New York City governments even assured New Yorkers
that the air was safe, but many soon after discovered
they had symptoms of asbestosis9
Recently the EPA has been backtracking on its ear6
lier Libby policies, and has attempted to use the post
U6TT tolerances as the new measure for public safety in
Montana9 Locals, who appealed to the EPA inspector
general have so far forced the EPA to rescind the
Manhattan tolerances for Libby, but Manhattanites are
apparently still subAect to :safe; levels9
aThe Missoula Independent, eS1S=Db
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Oregon union leaders in August voted against a
resolution to support the international Iyoto Protocol
on global warming9 This echoes the TUUD reAection of
Iyoto by the national AFLSCIO9 According to a recent
statement from the AFLSCIO legislative director, :the
federation opposes eRtreme measures that would
undermine economic growth, harm particular sectors,
or place the US at a disadvantage to other nations9;
aNW Labor Press, eSTDS=Db
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American prisons may be contributing to growing
public health problems9 Drug6resistant TB affects d9>]
of the population in the US, but U=] of those cases are
among current or former prisoners9 Past efforts to
curb the spread of the disease among prisoners have
largely been ineffective, resulting in new CDC guide6
lines in 1==>9
HIk and Hepatitis now afflict some d=] of the
prison population, according to 1==m CDC figures9
Drug6resistant staph infections are also on the rise,
often caught from unsanitary mattresses9 A number of
deaths in prisons and Aails around the country have
been attributable to these, including two deaths linked
to the Iing County in 1==d9
Other diseases that have been sweeping various
prisons around the country include the Norovirus,
ChickenpoR, a fungal infection called kalley Fever, and
bacterial meningitis9 There have even two recent east6
coast prisons with outbreaks of Legionnaire’s Disease9
Chief factors in the eRtent of these diseases are
prison overcrowding and poor medical care9
The US continues to have about 1Z] of the world’s
total prisoners, though it has only Z] of the world’s
population9 Each year some >Z=,=== prisoners cycle
back into the community, and millions cycle through
the Aail systems each year9 The prisons are therefore
acting as a breeding ground for outbreaks in the non6
prison population9
aPrison Legal News eS=Db
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have made black crosses on a pink background the
symbol of the slain women, galvaniGed people all over
the world, organiGed marches and rallies, and pres6
sured officials to do something about ending the atroc6
ities9 And, while doing all that, these stalwart women
are politically defining their movement by connecting
this struggle for Austice to the fight against corporate
globaliGation9
And they are not alone in their display of leader6
ship9 In the years since :free trade; became the capi6
talist mantra, women internationally have been crucial
to the mobiliGation against it9 This is Aust as true in the
United States, where immigrant Latinas are playing a
maAor role, as it is anywhere9
One such inspiring woman is Elvira Arellano, an
undocumented immigrant with a US6born son who
boldly defied a deportation order and took sanctuary
at a Chicago church9 By going public with her resist6
ance, she helped to focus defenders of immigrants on
the ICE raids, lit a spark for a developing sanctuary
movement, and roused international support9
Women pay the highest price for capitalist oppres6
sion9 But this is also the spur that gives us the strength
to demand a new kind of society, in which our lives
count for something, whether we live in 7uxreG or
Yakima, Lagos or Iabul9 In other words, the strength
to be leaders9 And this is something that no amount of
persecution and repression can ever erase or silence9
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Desert Blood: The
Juarez Murders
by Alicia Gaspar de Alba

-E]IEW B) CH-ISTIGA *fHEg

D

esert Blood spotlights the ongoing, real6life epi6
demic killings of women during a period of
more than TZ years in Ciudad 7uxreG, a MeRican
border town Aust across from El Paso, TeRas9
The story begins as the main character, Ivon killa,
is traveling from Los Angeles to a family reunion in El
Paso9 While on a plane she reads, for the first time,
about the mass murders of young female factory work6
ers in 7uxreG9 She becomes outraged that she was
unaware of this tragedy taking place so near her own
hometown9 As the plot unfolds, Ivon must enter a dan6
gerous world where women mysteriously disappear
and are later found tortured, raped and murdered9
True to reality, the author makes clear the abAect
indifference of law enforcement and elected officials
on both sides of the border to this femicide9 She shows
their collusion with the big factory owners who have
callously done nothing to protect their employees9
The culture that a “liberalized” economy has
engendered in MeRico is aptly described by Gaspar de
Alba as well9
The shocking homicides in 7uxreG began Aust as the
North American Free Trade Agreement was imple6
mented for the benefit of US corporations9 The treaty
has wreaked havoc on communities in southern
MeRico, creating widespread poverty that forces many
MeRicanas to move north to make a living at one of the
multinational assembly factories proliferating in cities
like 7uxreG9
Once there, the ma_uiladora workers become
eRpendable9 Super6eRploited, low6waged, brown6
skinned and female, their lives become so devalued
that little is done when they turn up murdered by the
hundreds9
Although this horror has received some notice and
awareness has increased, bodies of women still contin6
ue to be discovered and ignored9 In Desert Blood,
Gaspar de Alba strongly indicts the mainstream press
for remaining silent9 She is outspoken about her goal
of using her novel to bring attention to these unno6
ticed deaths, which are echoed unhappily in
Guatemala as well9
Finishing this book left me frustrated. With
all that Gaspar de Alba manages to incorporate into it,
the book is virtually silent on the collective feminist
fight against these terrible murders, a fight in which
the author herself is active9
Mothers and families of the victims have risen up
to spearhead a fervent grass6roots movement9 They

remained not only constantly aware of that fact but
also devoted to changing it9

Solomon has refused his entire
life to forget that we are dangerously close to nuclear oblivion,
and wishing others would also stop
forgetting, he inevitably became
something that most peace
activists do not: a media critic.

Made Love, Got
War by Norman Solomon
-E]IEW B) DA]ID SWAGSOG
:Made Love, Got War; is the title of Norman
Solomon’s latest book, an autobiographical account
of the peace and disarmament movements in the
United States over the past half century9 Better than
his other books, this one achieves the level of artistic
composition found in Solomon’s brilliant and fre6
_uent editorial columns9
But the value of :Made Love, Not War; lies in the
lessons it provides for current and future activism,
the accounts of pitfalls and seductive detours
encountered in the past, all as told by one of the
most morally decent people we are privileged to live
alongside today9
:I was born in TUmT,; Daniel Ellsberg writes in
the foreword, :and my generation had to reorient
itself to the unprecedented threat of planetary
nuclear suicide6murder9 Norman Solomon was born
twenty years later, and his generation has never
lived under any other circumstance9;
Yes, but few in Solomon’s generation have

In a section toward the end of the book, Solomon
writes`
:Today is my fifty6fifth birthday, and the feeling
that despite all the changes so little has changed
really torments me9 Turn on a television and there’s
the president, giving hypocrisy a bad name, and this
is normal9 Always has been in my lifetime9 Turn on
the Tk when I was fifteen and there’s the president,
some kind of perverse fount of lies9 That was when I
started to get it and not get over it9 If I’d been born
ten years earlier, it would have started with Ike
instead of LB79;
Solomon’s other recent book, :War Made Easy`
How Presidents and Pundits Ieep Spinning Us to
Death,;^which has also been made into a documen6
tary film^eRposes the similar lies all recent presi6
dents have told about wars9
His new book touches on the same theme, but
here we learn not Aust what Solomon thinks of these
lies today, but what he thought of Iennedy as a
young man growing up in the suburbs, what he
thought of 7ohnson as a teenager in full rebellion,
and how he viewed the world as an activist through
turbulent decades9
The story he tells is of his own activism but also
of trends in the movement9 One point of frustration
is reached around TUD=, with unsuccessful saviors of
the world beginning to advocate self6absorbed dedi6
cation to personal liberation rather than structural
political change9
:The idea that uconsciousness’^or, for that mat6
ter, culture^can fundamentally change as swiftly as
hats,; Solomon writes, :was to cause enormous con6
fusion, shallow posturing, and bitter disappointment

see :ade <oLeS =ot War on Cage TV
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FREE?TRADE PACTS/ XOB LOSS TO
LOST SOOEREIGNTY TO POLICE STATE
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he formerly great United States has been
de6industrialiGed by free6trade globaliGa6
tion9 How many products stamped :made
in America; have you seen lately in the stores?
Ramifications include our cities being eroded by
the mass eRodus of their industrial base and our
dependence on the rest of the world for our need6
ed goods, a fact which has national security
implications9
But it’s even more crucial for Americans to
become aware that free6trade pacts also under6
mine American sovereignty9 In the case of the
WTO, Congress is prohibited from passing legis6
lation that violates its bylaws9 In other words, our
agreement with the WTO curtails what laws
Congress is allowed to pass9
WTO re_uirements include`

China is a special case in point9 Its unchecked flood6
ing of our markets with cheaply made goods has created
1>] of the US cD1Z9e billion trade deficit9 The Economic
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ecently, people have heard a lot in the media
about shoddy Chinese goods` toRic pet food,
toothpaste, lead paint on toys, etc9 Certainly these
are problems that need to be fiRed9 On the other hand, I
find the timing of the media coverage _uite odd9
For nearly two decades, we’ve been swamped with
Chinese imports in discount stores9 During those years,
the _uality of Chinese goods has gotten dramatically bet6
ter, not worse9 The fact is that Chinese companies have
become on average far more consumer6responsive in
recent years9 Have they been using unhealthy substances
in manufacturing for years? Certainly they have, but I
would guess much less now than two decades ago9
So why the flood of media coverage on this issue
now?
Part of the media frenGy could be caused by a search
for a convenient scapegoat9
For one, the Mattel toy company has^intentionally
or not^unfairly amplified the anti6Chinese sentiment9
Mattel recently recalled a number of Chinese6made toys,
most on account of unsafe magnets9 The magnets were a
design problem, but the design of the toys was done here,
not in China9 The timing of Mattel’s recall tended to
deflect public criticism away from its domestic designers
and toward the recently besmirched Chinese manufac6
tures9
Other possible instigators for the media feeding fren6
Gy on Chinese goods might involve market manipulators
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ince its inception, North Carolina6based
BuyDirectUSA9com’s sole purpose has been to
promote American Made products and services9
In an effort to increase awareness of American made
products BuyDirectUSA9com has launched a special
program to help retailers and manufactures promote
their products to the general public dubbed :Operation
Shop USA9;
Operation Shop USA will allow retailers who pro6
mote and sell USA6made products and USA manufac6
tures an opportunity to advertise in the
BuyDirectUSA9com directory for half price9
BuyDirectUSA9com will be matching dollar for dollar
up to five hundred dollars on any AdLinks or Directory
ads through September m=, 1==D9
:Our Goal is simply to provide consumers with
products Made in the USA,; said Owner Danielle
Csekits9 :Our traffic has _uadrupled with all of the
China Made recalls that have been in the news recent6
ly9 :Consumers are starting to demand American6
made and we want to help them find it,; Csekits said9
Manufacturers and retailers can contact
BuyDirectUSA9com at supportybuydirectusa9com for
more information on advertising with BuyDirectUSA9
This is a perfect way to bring your products to con6
sumers who are tired of shopping at the big boR stores
for products made with dangerous chemicals and sub6
stances9
Consumers can visit www9buydirectusa9com to
shop online at our web store or browse the directory to
find USA manufactures or other retailers who offer
USA6made products9

Policy Institute reported that, between TUUD and 1==>,
the massive USSChina trade imbalance took 1,T>>,===
US Aobs, the bulk of which aT9e millionb were lost after
China Aoined the WTO in 1==T9 Proponents of this affilia6
tion wrongly claimed that China’s trade surplus would
decline and US employment would bounce back9
China subse_uently bought up vast _uantities of US
government securities with the dollar profits from their
trade imbalance9 As a result, they have attained the abili6
ty to blackmail the US9 A _uick sell6off of these govern6
ment securities would send interest rates spiraling up,
possibly crash the dollar and spark a recession9
But it’s not Aust a problem for the US9 The WTO and
other :free6trade; pacts are developing into a virtual
shadow governments with the authority to
hamstring any nation’s ability to protect the
most basic health and human rights of its
citiGens9 An eRample is Bush strong6arming
Ira_’s puppet government to cede D=] of
Ira_i oil for privatiGation by the oil compa6
nies9
Soon, there may be no more democratic
countries and the corporate elite will rule
the world9 A maAor step for globaliGation
proponents will be to transform the three
sovereign nations in the North American
continent into one super6regional North
American Union, which^I fear^has the
potential to be an enormous despotic police
state with anti6terrorism, as usual, as the
ruse9p
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intent on causing international stock market fluctuations,
though that would certainly be hard to prove9

It might also be just that our mass
news media tend to obsess about a
particular juicy issue until that issue
has been squeezed dry and the public
is bored with it. In the meantime,
“shoddy Chinese goods” is an epithet
that sells papers and keeps people
from picking up the TV remote control.
I’ve long thought that the US dependence on
imports^from China as well as elsewhere^is unhealthy9
It’s unhealthy not Aust for purely economic reasons but
also for political and strategic reasons9 The TroAan Horse
was an import, please remember, and Troy did not eRact6
ly benefit from it9
At the same time, it’s unhealthy to find malevolence
where none actually eRists9 The toRic materials uncov6
ered in Chinese goods might be the product of sleaGy
cost6cutting business practices, but they do not reflect
international malevolence9 The real danger of this recent
media feeding frenGy is that it might actually produce
international malevolence where none eRisted before9
The people of China tend^in my opinion^to be
much more nationalistic than Americans aI lived there
for two years and have some degree of insight into itb9
The recent criticism of China certainly stings there, prob6
ably much more than most Americans realiGe9
Instead of pointing the finger at China so much, we
could see if the finger might Aust as well be pointed at
ourselves9 Where were the US import inspectors, who
should have been catching lead paint decades ago, or the
_uality control managers at the US companies that retail
these products?
Where were the public health officials who could
have years ago warned us about lead paint on kids’ toys,

or for that matter the phthalates and flame retardants
present in many toys and baby products, which are per6
haps Aust as harmful as lead?
We’ve been too busy spending all our money and
blood pummeling Ira_ and Afghanistan to even notice
things like product safety9
The fact is, many toys sold today^regardless of
country of manufacture^are hardly good for kids, much
less for putting in their mouths9
And where were the sensible US politicians, who for
decades could easily have seen the long6term vulnerabili6
ties to our country due to our horribly unbalanced trade
relations and loss of domestic production?
While I appreciate that recent events^including the
relative international decline in value of the US dollar^
may encourage domestic American manufacturing, I
think it is a big mistake that the price for this may be
international ill6will with racial overtones9 Let’s remem6
ber that the US is no stranger to sleaGy business prac6
tices9p
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p Congress must change US laws to conform to
WTO statutes9
p All decisions will be determined by the votes of
WTO members9
p The WTO will settle all trade disputes, monitor national
responses and enforce its decisions9 WTO rulings are
final9 The WTO can impose trade sanctions and fines
on the US if we don’t comply9 If the US loses a WTO
dispute, plaintiff nations may select which US indus6
tries will be sanctioned9
p All WTO members are subAect to amendments voted for
by two6thirds of the members9
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:ade <oLeS =ot War QroU CTT
in the TUD=s and beyond9;
aAs a parallel, Solomon describes the efforts of
various people in 1==> to save the world by growing
organic crops9b
In the meantime, the kietnam war was being
declared officially on the way out9 Air strikes were
replacing ground fighting, meaning fewer US casual6
ties, but more kietnamese9 And a pundit, whom
Solomon _uotes, commented` :The American maAor6
ity is against the war9 To oppose it involves no risk`
the only risk is in trying to stop it9;
Likewise, the summer of 1==D has witnessed
endless :anti6war; rallies outside the offices of
Republican congress members, and Tk advertise6
ments to the same effect have funneled progressive
dollars into the media war machine9 But no similar6
ly funded effort has urged the Democratic leadership
to actually end the occupation9
Solomon’s goal is not Aust to make us aware of
what the US military state is doing, but to stop it9
ParadoRically, he offers no hope that we can, instead
arguing that the demand that we be ever optimistic
is another assumption imposed on us by the media,
and something we can get along without9
That may be largely true, as there is no need to
be optimistic about the current :surge; in Ira_9 But
clearly optimism^when it is rightly placed^could
breed activism and the likelihood of success in end6
ing the war9
And the fact that Solomon has done what he’s
done, seen what he’s seen, and continues to insist on
sanity and disarmament, should provide us at least
with inspiration9 That’s a good enough substitute
for optimism in my mind, so who am I to say it
won’t do for others as well?p

ip Iellogg had trouble sleeping9 Iip could never
fall asleep9 He’d lay there for a spell, Aust thinking,
then Iip would get right up9 He’d pull on his
pants, find his dirty sneakers, and go wandering into the
night9 Trying to find that something, that something that
would make real sense9
Iip wandered over a couple of streets, then came to a
magaGine stand9 He wasn’t all that interested in buying
one, but he figured he’d have a peek anyway9 Iip looked
through the first few, but all he saw were pictures of
celebrities9 So he took a few from the back row, and gave
those a glance, but they were the same as the others9 7ust
articles and stories about famous individuals or movie
stars or whatever9 Then Iip realiGed that every magaGine
on the rack was pretty much the same thing, and that
didn’t make sense to him9 It made him think that people
were more interested in other people’s lives than they
were about living their own9 So Iip put the magaGines
back and continued on his walk9 He preferred that to
Hollywood9
Iip walked a few more minutes, then took a break
and leaned up against a wall9 As he was standing there,
he suddenly heard the roar of an engine, and then a car
came flying by, full of teenagers who were screaming and
yelling9 One of them leaned out the window, and fired a
beer bottle right at Iip’s head9 Iip managed to duck
right before it hit him, and the bottle smashed up against
the wall9 Iip was covered with beer, and there was glass
all over the sidewalk9 The kid driving honked his horn
over and over again, and they sped off down the road9
Iip got up off the ground, and wiped the beer and glass
off his coat9 Then he looked over in the direction of the
speeding car, and he Aust shook his head9 In a way, he
actually felt sorry for them9 Odds were they’d be in real
trouble by the end of the night, or maybe even worse9 It
was always the same with teenagers, figured Iip9 They all
think they’re going to live forever9
Iip was pretty upset after that, so he bought some
bread to see if he could feed the ducks in the little pond
he always visited9 The ducks were still there, and Iip was
still surprised to see them out so late9 He tossed them the
food, and watched as they swam over and gobbled it up9

Kip always liked animals. There
was something about them that made
him feel calm. Maybe it was because
animals were innocent, and didn’t
judge you or look down at you. Maybe
it was because they didn’t want anything from you, or try to use you or
take things from you.
Whatever the reason was, Iip felt better when he was
around them9 They always made him see things in a
much better light, and he always appreciated them for
that9
Iip finished feeding the ducks, and thanked them for
calming him down9 Then he wandered across the street
and walked past a mailboR9 As he did he noticed an old
man, who was trying to mail a package that was way too
big for the mailboR9 Iip stopped him and told him that
he needed to go to the Post Office9 The old man seemed
confused, and Aust stared at him9 So Iip eRplained that
the package wouldn’t fit inside the mailboR, and that it
had to be sent in a special way by the people at the Post
Office9
This time the man seemed to understand, and he
walked off very slowly9 Iip felt sorry for the old timer,
and figured his mind might be going9
It reminded Iip of another old guy he had once
known, several years back9 His name was Mr9 RotenGi,
and he used to run the corner store neRt to where Iip
went to school9 He was a nice guy, and used to talk to Iip
all the time9 But then, his wife died, and he had trouble
speaking after that9 He’d Aust stay inside the store all the
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brain
time, sitting behind the counter9 It was a very sad thing,
but what happened neRt was even worse9
One night the store got robbed, and because Mr9
RotenGi had trouble speaking, he didn’t tell them where
the safe was, so they shot him siR times9 Iip had cried
when he heard about Mr9 RotenGi being dead9 It was
something he wouldn’t forget9 It was a terrible thing they
had done to him9 They shot an old man Aust because he
was too sad to talk9
Iip now felt worse again, so he wandered back into
the city to see if anything would cheer him up9 He looked
in through several store windows, but nothing seemed to
work9 He really wanted to end the night on a good
thought, but it didn’t look like it was going to happen9
Iip even thought about feeding the ducks again, but fig6
ured they had gone to sleep by now anyway9 He Aust
couldn’t stop thinking about Mr9 RotenGi, so he couldn’t
cheer up9 Iip had pretty much decided to go home at
that point, but before he did he passed a store selling tel6
evision sets9 As he did he saw a commercial that had an
old couple holding hands, and it made Iip think about
Mr9 RotenGi and his wife9 Maybe, thought Iip, that was
them right now9 Maybe, if there was a heaven, they were
together again at last9 Iip didn’t know if it was true, but
he certainly hoped it9 There may not be fairness in this
world, but maybe there was another place where it eRist6
ed for everyone9 If that was the case, it made sense to
Iip9 In fact, it made real sense9 He Aust hoped that heav6
en truly eRisted9 He really hoped it wasn’t Aust a dream9
Finally Iip went home, undressed and went to bed9
He closed his eyes against his pillow, and tried to sleep
like the rest of the world9
But sadly, Iip couldn’t sleep9 Like always, he was
wide awake9
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Next Time
B) BOB MA-KE)
My in6town condo abuts a wooded ravine9
It lacks trails and is often cluttered with
plastic grocery bags, even shopping cartsi
It’s unkempt9
But a creek runs through it, also deer9 Last
summer it was home to a doe and two fawn
999and Ol’ Gnarly, the apple tree outside my
window, bears fruit9
A homeless couple once spent the night9
Later, bedrolls on their backs, I saw them
at the freeway ramp up the block, flashing
hand lettered signs9
If I was half the Christian I purport to be,
I’d have asked them in for coffee, or tea999
something hot9
But I did not9 A household chore demanded
my attention9
Would a more principled, caring person have
found some time, a Muslim maybe, or 7ew, a
Secular Humanist?
Or me? NeRt time for surei 999neRt time999
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POLITICS

The Real Police:

Once a Hobo: The
Autobiography of
Monte Holm

by Monte Holm and Dennis L. Clay

M

onte Holm, scrap6metal baron of Moses
Lake, WA, had a life much different from
that of most people9 Forced by family cir6
cumstances and the Great Depression to hit the road,
he started his collection of funny and dangerous
adventures as a hobo at the tender age of Tm9
Most of his recollections are set in Washington
State, afor eRample an account of spending the night
in the Edmonds Aail as a teenagerb9 Monte eventually
settled in the Moses Lake area and made a family
and fortune, as well as a reputation as a local philan6
thropist with a good sense of humor9 In Moses Lake,
he started the House of Poverty Museum, containing
a collection of various conversation pieces he
amassed over the years, including hobo6related arte6
facts as well as actual train cars9
Holm collaborated with Moses Lake Aournalist
Dennis Clay to write this rags6to6riches autobiogra6
phy9 Of course, the riches are more of the spiritual
kind9
Monte Holm died in 1==>, but his book remains
as a fascinating personal view of Washington state
history9
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by David Ziskin
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he Real Police is a wonderful read9 Former
Seattle officer David liskin is an insightful and
literate cop’s copj a twenty6year street vet who
has seen the best and worst of urban life9 Witty, wise
and full of stories the police usually tell only to one
another, the book puts forth an uncommon view of
the police world told with force and insider perspec6
tive9 Part memoir and part social commentary,
liskin takes the reader on a tour of Seattle’s always
changing Skid Road with a sharp eye for character
and place9 The writing is crisp, amusing and rests on
the moral authority of one who knows his beat9 If
ever one wanted to know the argument for the con6
tinuing relevance of old fashioned beat policing in
today’s mobile and transitory world, David liskin
lays it out sharply in these pages9
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Just Looking For
Something Fun To Do
On Saturday Night?
Well, if thatws the case, youwre probably looking at the wrong paper9 Youwll prob6
ably be more interested in your local free weekly paper, cram6packed with restau6
rant and nightclub ads, and articles on the latest fashions and gadgets to buy9
This paper is more for people who, though they might enAoy entertainment as
much as anybody, are also interested in ideas, insights, and finding a better
understanding of the world9
You can think of the WA Free Press as a thinking personws siR6times6a6year
news supplement, which adds an ingredient _uite lacking in typical commercial
Aournalism` perspective9
If you appreciate this paper, please subscribe so that you donwt miss an issue9
Your subscriptions and donations are what keeps alternative news and information
flowing9

